
Character Block

Parquet. Perfect.

Elegant look with format
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Find answers —  
for all in search of well-being
 

Wood is our passion. It is a tradition with 
us. As well as perfection.  
As parquet pioneers, we are constantly 
looking for answers to all questions about 
flooring. On the basis of our knowledge 
and many years of experience, we are 
constantly setting new standards and 
developing innovative natural resources 
with which we are more than just one step 
ahead of others.

Our pioneering achievements include 
Silent Intelligence, Strip Appearance, 
square edged solid parquet with lacquered 
surface finish, Weitzer Parkett Multi and 
much more. 
We look forward to laying the optimal 
foundation for your individual needs at 
your feet:
Weitzer Character Block
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CARVED FROM WOOD



The feel-good 
collection!
The real wood floor with a 3-strip appearance 
always makes you feel good. In both large 
and small spaces.

What is Character Block?  

Diverse in detail, pleasantly harmonious in the overall area. The 
real wood floor with a 3-strip appearance can do both. The parquet 
visually corresponds to three rows of smaller blocks, which give 
the floor a lively and dynamic character - well packaged in a plank 
shape. The perfect floor for an elegant appearance in large and 
small rooms. The 3-strip variant also allows the floor to be laid more 
quickly than laying the blocks individually. Placed diagonally, the 
character block makes for a particularly unusual design.

The Weitzer character block is available both as Maintenance-Free 
and Healthy Parquet: Just the way you want it.

Listen to your gut feeling and see for yourself!
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CHARACTER BLOCK



Companion through a 
healthy life

Highly recommended. Wood creates 
warmth and thus gives rooms coziness. 
Independent studies show that the 
surface temperature of parquet 
compared to laminate is up to at 0.8 °C 
and compared to tiles. It even feels up 
to 2.2 °C higher. This also saves heating 
costs - and that also ensures relaxation.

Harmony or variety: The Weitzer character 
block offers you both. Experience the unique 
look that transforms the room into a feel-
good place.
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WEITZER — FOR GOOD REASON



WHY THE FEEL-GOOD 
COLLECTION? 

(Not only) The 
look makes the 
diff	erence
The individual style of Weitzer 
block parquet makes a room 
perfect and gives the fl oor 
a varied, but nevertheless 
harmonious appearance. 

A MATTER OF TRUST 

A good feeling 
through trust
Our reliability in production is essential 
so that you can trust us! And with 
the feel-good collection the price-
performance ratio is right. 

Your wallet therefore also feels good.

ANYTHING BUT SUPERFICIAL

Also available with 
the Healthy and 
Maintenance-Free 
functions
The choice is yours! Choose the 
unique surfaces of Maintenance-Free 
or Healthy Parquet. The usual Weitzer 
surface perfection makes the block 
parquet incredibly durable — for 
decades.

Weitzer Character Block is:

• Thanks to the look of the 
blocks, varied in detail & 
harmonious in the overall 
area

• Quick to install due to its 
single strip design

Weitzer Maintenance-Free 
Parquet:

• Suitable for heavy duty

• Extremely scratch 
resistant, chemical 
resistant, etc.

• Easy to maintain - without 
expensive cleaning agents

Weitzer Healthy Parquet:

• Allergy friendly

• Antibacterial

• Antistatic 

• Breathable
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THE BENEFITS



Smart product design:

Love at fi rst Click

For “flying” parquet changes. Easy laying with the 
intelligent Double-Click system. 

Parquet. Perfect. This includes more than just a beautiful wooden floor. Laying is 
at least as important. We haven't made it easy for ourselves to make it easier for 
you. But the pioneering work has paid off : Thanks to the patented Double-Click 
connection, your Weitzer floorboard can be installed in no time at all: Simple, fast 
and floating — the ideal laying technology for a “quick” change of parquet, such 
as when moving.

①  Intelligent Double-Click system: Maximum locking 
force thanks to double locking mechanism

② Simple one-man assembly and disassembly with
patented push-button principle for simultaneous 
locking of the long and short sides in one movement 

③  Header joints made purely of wood — free from 
plasticizers due to the absence of plastic elements 

④ Wooden support material with vertically arranged 
growth rings — when glued, ideal suitable for 
underfloor heating

③

① ②

④

Weitzer Block 2245   

3-layer parquet
Dimension: 2245 × 193 × 13 mm
Total thickness 13 mm with approx. 2.7 mm wear layer

1000 mm0 mm 2000 mm
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WEITZER BLOCK 2245



Oak Havana

Oak Auster

Oak Pure Oak Kaschmir

Do we treat our wood well? Of course!

Our floors are constant companions through life. That is 
why we only use the best sunflower oil, which penetrates 
deep into the wood and keeps it supple. 
Linseed oil and natural wax give the surface smoothness 
and strengthen it against external influences. Also 
fuming and steaming must be included in the careful 

"beauty treatment".

Natural oils & 
natural waxes

Mineral 
salts

Fuming Steaming

Diversity from the forest

Natural selection: Best of colourful. Assortment connoisseurs have 
undoubtedly already noticed: Some colours did not make it into the 
selection this year. It is simply not easy to qualify as a “top model” for 
Weitzer Parkett. In doing so, we are once again living up to our role as 
trendsetters — and hopefully your taste too.

Walnut

Fumed Oak

Oak Amber

Oak
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SPECIES AND COLOURS



What would you like:  
smooth or brushed?

Each floor tells its own story because every part of a tree has its own 
character. Enjoy the freedom of design options that this creates and give 
your four walls a maximum of individuality and personality. 

The additional treatment strengthens or tames the wood structure of your 
floor and gives it its unique character: Smooth or brushed — the choice is 
yours!

We think and work holistically. That is why we always process the whole log. 
Each of our floors has its own individual personality. Choose your favorite 
look from a wide range of gradings. 
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PARQUET CHARACTERISTICS



LIVELY / LIVELY COLOURFUL

Colourful variety 
Large knot content, balanced colour 
image: The lively type of parquet 
brings a harmonious, colourful look 
to the room.

CALM 

Elegantly calm
Smooth grain, without sapwood: 
Our timeless grading ensures an 
elegant, uniform appearance in your 
four walls. 

Brushed
Highlights the natural texture of 
wood fiber.

Smooth
Particularly elegant and exudes a 
certain calm.
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GRADINGSADDITIONAL TREATMENTS



                     
    Block 
Appearance 



Weitzer Block 2245 | Fumed oak| lively | brushed |  

76204  
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BLOCK APPEARANCE



Weitzer Block 2245 | Oak| calm | brushed |    

76211  
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Weitzer Block 2245 | Oak Havana | lively colourful | brushed |  

76198  
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BLOCK APPEARANCEBLOCK APPEARANCE



Weitzer Block 2245 | Walnut | lively colourful |  

Lay your favorite floor within seconds  
in your own home!

How is it done?
①  Scan the QR code of your favorite

② Upload your own picture

③ Get inspired!

	 	 																					weitzer-parkett.com/fittery

 Parkett Fittery

WEITZER PARKETT FITTERY
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Weitzer Block 2245 | Oak Kaschmir | calm | brushed |  

76201  

76236  
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BLOCK APPEARANCEBLOCK APPEARANCE



 Weitzer Block 2245 | Oak Amber| lively colourful | brushed |  

76193  
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 Weitzer Block 2245 | Oak Auster| calm | brushed |  

Gives your floor a 
unique dynamic due 
to the bars.

BRUSHED

76196  
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Weitzer Block 2245 | Oak Pure| calm | brushed |  

76209  
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BLOCK APPEARANCE



76207  

19Weitzer Block 2245 | Oak| lively colourful | brushed |    
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Where does perfect 
design lead to?  
All the way to the top! 

We believe: The aesthetics of a room should not end at the base of the stairs. 
That is why we manufacture the matching wooden staircase for every parquet  
– harmoniously matched to the parquet in terms of format, species, colour and 
surface. For smooth transitions between floor and staircase with absolute colour 
uniformity. Choose the dimensionally accurate variant of the step design that is 
perfect for you.

Your	benefits	at	a	glance:

Floor and staircase 
from a single source

Absolute colour 
uniformity

Harmonious 
transitions

Ideal for 
renovations

STAIRS & STAIRCASES
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Profi	le	40	Style	
Cover for classic design 
(mitered, radius 3 mm).  

Profi	le	30	Style	Block
Cover for a completed design 
(mitered, radius 3 mm). 

PRECISION IN PERFECTION 

Step edges 
with	profi	le
Whether classic step edge profi le with 
40 mm width or block step profi le 
with jointless cover  – we offer you the 
intelligent solution to every requirement.

Profi	le	58	Style	
Cover for noble design 
requirements (mitered, 
radius 3 mm).  

30 mm58 mm40 mm

AESTHETICS AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL 

Head and wall 
protection strips

For a stylish overall composition, 
Weitzer Parkett also optimally adapts 
the front and wall cover mouldings to 
your staircase. 
From simple to elegant, we will add 
that special fi nishing touch to your 
parquet fl oor. In this way, the individual 
elements merge to form a uniform, 
beautiful picture. 

Wall Cover Moulding

Multi Front Edge Riser

STAIRS & STAIRCASES



Why sustainable?  
Because we still have a lot of plans.
Weitzer thinks ahead. As experienced wood pioneers, we always have one 
thing in mind: The future. That is why it is a special concern for us to take 
responsibility for nature and the next generations. 

No sooner said than done: We are pioneers not only in wood but also in 
environmental protection  – and contribute to a positive life cycle assessment 
with our entire value chain. Our motto: Acting instead of just talking. 

Our products proudly bear essential environmental certification 
marks – such as the "Blue Angel", the FSC®, PEFC, Real Wood, 
GreenGuard or TÜV ProfiCert seal. This is more than just a sign 
that we are taking responsibility for the environment and the next 
generations. 

True pioneers make their mark 

* Product certification on request.

de

en

fr

ru

it

PEFC/06-38-19

nachhaltiger
Waldwirtschaft

www.pefc.at
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WEITZER FOR GOOD REASON



Recycling 
instead of 
throwing away
 
With timber parts that do not 
make it into our parquet, we 
supply not only Weitzer Parkett 
but also over 50% of the town 
of Weiz with renewable energy 
with our in-house biomass 
cogeneration plant.

Regional instead 
of global
 
We do not use tropical timber or 
long transport routes. Instead, we 
rely on regional timber, most of 
which comes from a maximum of 
250 km away. 
In addition, we produce locally and 
thus make an active contribution to 
climate protection.

Sustainable in an 
exemplary way
 
We focus on the responsible use of 
resources and source our timber 
exclusively from sustainable forestry. 
Wood is a durable, easily recyclable, 
renewable raw material that also 
binds CO2. It doesn't get any more 
sustainable than this!
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CLOSING THE LOOP



Weitzer Parkett Vertriebs GmbH
Klammstrasse 24
8160 Weiz, Austria

	T +43 3172 / 2372 - 0
E office@weitzer-parkett.com
→ weitzer-parkett.com

Your Weitzer Parkett partner:
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